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OVERVIEW

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) refers to light activation of a photosensitizer to generate highly reactive
intermediaries, which ultimately cause tissue injury and necrosis. Photosensitizing agents are being proposed
for use with dermatologic conditions such as actinic keratoses and nonmelanoma skin cancers.
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) refers to light activation of a photosensitizer to generate highly reactive
intermediaries, which ultimately cause tissue injury and necrosis. Photosensitizing agents are being proposed
for use with dermatologic conditions such as actinic keratoses (AKs) and nonmelanoma skin cancers.
This policy is applicable to Commercial Products. For Medicare Advantage Plans, please refer to the Related
Policies section.
MEDICAL CRITERIA

Not applicable
PRIOR AUTHORIZATION

Not applicable
POLICY STATEMENT

Commercial Products
Photodynamic therapy may be considered medically necessary as a treatment of:
• Nonhyperkeratotic actinic keratoses of the face and scalp (see policy guidelines).
• Nonhyperkeratotic actinic keratoses of the upper extremities (see policy guidelines).
• Low-risk (e.g., superficial and nodular) basal cell skin cancer only when surgery and radiation are
contraindicated.
• Cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma in situ (Bowen disease) only when surgery and radiation are
contraindicated.
Photodynamic therapy is not medically necessary for all other dermatologic applications, including, but not
limited to, acne vulgaris, high-risk basal cell carcinoma, hidradenitis suppurativa, and mycoses, or as a
technique of skin rejuvenation, hair removal, or other cosmetic indications as the evidence is insufficient to
determine that the technology results in an improvement in the net health outcome.
COVERAGE

Benefits may vary between groups and contracts. Please refer to the appropriate Benefit Booklet, Evidence of
Coverage or Subscriber Agreement for applicable medical and not medically necessary benefits/coverage.
BACKGROUND

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) refers to light activation of a photosensitizer to generate highly reactive
intermediaries, which ultimately cause tissue injury and necrosis. Two common photosensitizing agents are 5aminolevulinic acid (ALA) and its methyl ester, methyl aminolevulinate. When applied topically, these agents
pass readily through abnormal keratin overlying the lesion and accumulate preferentially in dysplastic cells.
The agents ALA and methyl aminolevulinate are metabolized by underlying cells to photosensitizing
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concentrations of porphyrins. Subsequent exposure to photoactivation (maximum absorption at 404 to 420
nm and 635 nm) generates reactive oxygen species that are cytotoxic, ultimately destroying the lesion. PDT
can cause erythema, burning, and pain. Healing occurs within 10 to 14 days, with generally acceptable
cosmetic results. PDT with topical ALA has been investigated primarily as a treatment of actinic keratoses
(AKs).
Surgery and radiation are the preferred treatments for low-risk basal cell cancer and Bowen disease. If
photodynamic therapy is selected for these indications because of contraindications to surgery or radiation,
patients and physicians need to be aware that it may have a lower cure rate than surgery or radiation.
Photodynamic therapy typically involves 2 office visits: 1 to apply the topical aminolevulinic acid and a
second visit to expose the patient to blue light. The second physician office visit, performed solely to
administer blue light, should not warrant a separate Evaluation and Management CPT code. Photodynamic
protocols typically involve 2 treatments spaced a week apart; more than 1 treatment series may be required.
Based on characteristics of patients enrolled in randomized controlled trials, 4 or more lesions per site (face,
scalp, or upper extremities) is an appropriate threshold for use of photodynamic therapy for patients with
nonhyperkeratotic actinic keratosis.
For individuals who have nonhyperkeratotic AKs on the face or scalp who receive PDT, the evidence
includes metaanalyses and randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Relevant outcomes are symptoms, change in
disease status, quality of life (QOL), and treatment-related morbidity. Evidence from multiple RCTs has
found that PDT improves the net health outcome as measured by complete clinical clearance of lesions in
patients with nonhyperkeratotic AKs on the face or scalp compared with placebo or other active
interventions. The evidence is sufficient to determine that the technology results in an improvement in the
net health outcome.
For individuals who have nonhyperkeratotic AKs on the upper extremities who receive PDT, the evidence
includes a systematic review and RCTs. Relevant outcomes are symptoms, change in disease status, QOL, and
treatment-related morbidity. A systematic review of interventions for nonface and nonscalp AKs found PDT
to be superior to placebo for complete clearance, but found a significant increase in complete clearance with
cryotherapy versus PDT. In 2 placebo-controlled RCTs, significantly more patients had a complete clearance
of AKs with ALA/PDT with blue light compared to placebo at 12 weeks, and a third found a significantly
greater reduction in mean lesion count at 4 weeks. Two small RCTs compared ALA/PDT using red light to
imiquimod or 5-fluorouracil and found similar efficacy between the active treatment groups after 6 months of
follow-up. The evidence is sufficient to determine that the technology results in an improvement in the net
health outcome.
For individuals who have low-risk basal cell carcinoma who receive PDT, the evidence includes RCTs and
systematic reviews of RCTs. Relevant outcomes are symptoms, change in disease status, QOL, and treatmentrelated morbidity. Systematic reviews of RCTs have found that PDT may not be as effective as surgery for
low-risk superficial and nodular basal cell carcinoma. In the small number of trials available, PDT was more
effective than a placebo. The available evidence from RCTs has suggested that PDT has better cosmetic
outcomes than surgery for low-risk basal cell carcinoma. The evidence is sufficient to determine that the
technology results in an improvement in the net health outcome.
For individuals who have squamous cell carcinoma in situ who receive PDT, the evidence includes a metaanalysis and RCTs. The relevant outcomes are symptoms, change in disease status, QOL, and treatmentrelated morbidity. RCTs have found that PDT has similar or greater efficacy compared with cryotherapy and
5-fluorouracil. Additionally, adverse events and cosmetic outcomes appear to be better after PDT. Few RCTs
have compared PDT with surgery or radiotherapy; as a result, conclusions cannot be drawn about PDT
compared with these other standard treatments. Current guidance from the National Comprehensive Cancer
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Network notes that topical modalities, including PDT, may have lower cure rates than with surgical
treatment. The evidence is sufficient to determine that the technology results in an improvement in the net
health outcome.
For individuals who have nonmetastatic invasive squamous cell carcinoma who receive PDT, the evidence
includes observational studies and a systematic review of observational studies. The relevant outcomes are
overall survival, symptoms, change in disease status, quality of life, and treatment-related morbidity.
Conclusions cannot be drawn from small, uncontrolled studies. RCTs are needed to determine the safety and
efficacy of PDT for this condition. The evidence is insufficient to determine that the technology results in an
improvement in the net health outcome.
For individuals who have acne who receive PDT, the evidence includes RCTs and systematic reviews.
Relevant outcomes are symptoms, change in disease status, QOL, and treatment-related morbidity. The
available RCTs have not consistently found significantly better outcomes with PDT compared with other
interventions, and meta-analyse s did not find significantly better results with PDT versus placebo. Several
trials have found that PDT is associated with high rates of adverse events leading to the cessation of
treatment. Trials tended to have relatively small sample sizes and used a variety of comparison interventions.
The evidence is insufficient to determine that the technology results in an improvement in the net health
outcome.
For individuals who have noncancerous dermatologic skin conditions (eg, hidradenitis suppurativa, mycoses,
port wine stain) who receive PDT, the evidence includes case series, systematic reviews of uncontrolled series,
and an RCT for port wine stain. The relevant outcomes are symptoms, change in disease status, quality of life,
and treatment-related morbidity. RCTs are needed to determine the safety and efficacy of PDT for these
conditions. The evidence is insufficient to determine that the technology results in an improvement in the net
health outcome.
CODING

Commercial Products
The following codes are considered medically necessary when filed with the one of the diagnosis below:
96567 Photodynamic therapy by external application of light to destroy premalignant lesions of the skin and
adjacent mucosa with application and illumination/activation of photosensitive drug(s), per day
96573 Photodynamic therapy by external application of light to destroy premalignant lesions of the skin and
adjacent mucosa with application and illumination/activation of photosensitizing drug(s) provided by
a physician or other qualified health care professional, per day
96574 Debridement of premalignant hyperkeratotic lesion(s) (ie, targeted curettage, abrasion) followed with
photodynamic therapy by external application of light to destroy premalignant lesions of the skin and
adjacent mucosa with application and illumination/activation of photosensitizing drug(s) provided by
a physician or other qualified health care professional, per day
J7308 Aminolevulinic hydrochloric acid for topical administration, 20%, single unit dosage form (354 mg)
J7309 Methyl aminolevulinate (MAL) for topical administration, 16.8%, 1 gram
ICD-10 codes:
C44.0-C44.99
D04.0-D04.9
L57.0
RELATED POLICIES

Medicare Advantage Plans National and Local Coverage Determinations
PUBLISHED

Provider Update, June 2022
Provider Update, June 2021
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Provider Update, April 2021
Provider Update, May 2020
Provider Update, June 2019
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CLICK THE ENVELOPE ICON BELOW TO SUBMIT COMMENTS

This medical policy is made available to you for informational purposes only. It is not a guarantee of payment or a substitute for your medical
judgment in the treatment of your patients. Benefits and eligibility are determined by the member's subscriber agreement or member certificate
and/or the employer agreement, and those documents will supersede the provisions of this medical policy. For information on member-specific
benefits, call the provider call center. If you provide services to a member which are determined to not be medically necessary (or in some cases
medically necessary services which are non-covered benefits), you may not charge the member for the services unless you have informed the member
and they have agreed in writing in advance to continue with the treatment at their own expense. Please refer to your participation agreement(s) for
the applicable provisions. This policy is current at the time of publication; however, medical practices, technology, and knowledge are constantly
changing. BCBSRI reserves the right to review and revise this policy for any reason and at any time, with or without notice. Blue Cross & Blue Shield
of Rhode Island is an independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association.
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